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THE DUKE COLLECTION
The Duke Collection is ERROYL’s third collection since its launch 
in late 2014. The Duke Collection is also ERROYL’s first Swiss 
Made collection and takes the company into the elite list of watch 
manufacturers producing Swiss Made timepieces. The collection 
features three precision mechanical timepieces each hand 
assembled and designed with painstaking attention to detail. 

Inspired by the early aviators, the Duke Collection is the most 
complex timepiece produced by ERROYL to date with an exquisite 
dial, custom bracelet buckle, customised rotor and adding BGW9 
lume to the dial and hands to create a visually striking timepiece that 
is perfect for day or night.

The three timepieces in the collection are the Duke Hawker with a 
striking black dial, the Duke Melrose with its alluring dark grey dial and 
the Duke Oskar with its stunning white dial.  Each timepiece within the 
collection epitomises elegance and precision craftsmanship.



THE SWISS TRANSIT ION
ERROYL launched its first collection, the Heritage Collection, 
featuring a Japanese Miyota mechanical movement in late 2014 
and has since grown to an established micro brand watch company 
with orders from over 50 countries. In late 2015 ERROYL unveiled 
the Regent Collection again drawing on its origins with a Japanese 
Miyota mechanical movement to power their second collection.

With their third collection, the Duke Collection, ERROYL have taken 
the step to not only use a Swiss mechanical movement but transition 
manufacturing to Switzerland to attain the coveted Swiss Made badge. 
The decision to unveil a Swiss Made collection is part of ERROYL’s 
strategy to not only keep improving their designs and precision 
finishing but establish a proud tradition of quality timepieces that 
present a compelling value proposition without compromising quality.



S P E C I  F I  C A T I  O N S

•	 MOVEMENT: Swiss ETA 2824-2 movement  
with date complication

•	 POWER	RESERVE: More than 40 hours 
(manufacturer’s specifications)

•	 CASE: 316L surgical grade stainless steel
•	 CASE	DIAMETER: 39mm
•	 CASE	THICKNESS: 11mm
•	 CASE	BACK: Exhibition with customised rotor

•	 CRYSTAL: Double Domed Sapphire Crystal with  
AR coating underneath 

•	 HANDS: Dauphine Hands with BGW9 lume
•	 BAND: 316L Stainless Steel Jubilee Bracelet
•	 BAND	WIDTH: 20mm
•	 BUCKLE: 316L Stainless Steel Customised  

‘ERROYL Logo’ Buckle
•	 WATER	RESISTANCE: 10ATM (100m)
•	 PACKAGING: Luxury Wooden Presentation Box



SWISS ETA 2824-2  
AUTOMATIC MOVEMENT

ETA movements are arguably the best known movements in the 
international watch industry. Owned by the Swatch Group, owners 
of a number of major Swiss watch companies, ETA movements have 
been used throughout the watch industry and have an established 
history of innovation and excellence.

When buying a timepiece with an ETA automatic movement you can 
be confident of the quality and finishing. The ETA 2824-2 movement, 
with a date complication is considered one of the most consistent 
automatic movements in the watch market. Having been in use for 
over 30 years, in its current form, the movement has established a 
name and reputation for excellence.



C - Time adjustment

A - Mainspring Winding

B - Date adjustment

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
TIME	&	DATE	ADJUSTMENTS

A)	WINDING	THE	MAINSPRING
The watch can be manually wound by winding the crown clockwise 
while in the “A” position. Wind your watch 30 times until the seconds 
hand starts to sweep naturally.

B)	ADJUSTING	THE	DATE
Adjust the date - by winding the crown clockwise while in the “B” 
position.

C)	ADJUSTING	THE	TIME
While in the “C” position the crown can be wound clockwise or 
 anti-clockwise to adjust the time.



PRECISION DESIGN

The Duke Collection has spared no expense in achieving the highest 
standards of design with the introduction of a customised jubilee 
bracelet buckle. With a customised buckle on the bracelet, ERROYL 
have taken form and function to a new level with the Duke Collection.

The Duke Collection also features a custom rotor, engraved case 
back and precision engraving on the crown to perfectly highlight the 
attention to detail present in the design of the collection.

Every timepiece within the Duke Collection has been individually 
hand assembled to the highest standards befitting the Swiss Made 
tag for precision watch making.



LUME BGW9
The Duke Collection features BGW9 lume on all three 
models of the collection. Designed to ensure the dial is as 
readable in the day as it is the night, the Duke Collection 
has incorporated BGW9 lume to the hands of the three 
models with the arabic numerals illuminated on the Duke 
Hawker and Duke Melrose models.

The Duke Oskar differs with black printed arabic numerals 
and lume on the dial ring at each hour marker to provide a 
striking visual contrast.

The Duke Collection is perfectly suited to be your daily beater. 



SHOWCASING ELEGANCE

When it comes to packaging, ERROYL provide packaging that 
perfectly compliments their exquisite timepieces. The same level 
of attention to detail exhibited in the design and hand assembly of 
each timepiece is perfectly encapsulated with the packaging of each 
timepiece.

Every timepiece in the Duke Collection is beautifully presented in a 
luxury wooden presentation box. Included in each presentation box 
is an ERROYL Duke Collection booklet with operating instructions, a 
Certificate of Authenticity, warranty card and microfibre cloth. 

What better way to showcase elegance than the stunning packaging 
for your Duke Collection.


